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OPW Retail Fueling HEF Round Sump

Dear Valued Distributor:

With the discontinuation of our DEB (Double Entry boot) product line in favor of our HEF
(Hybrid Entry Fitting), we understand distributors and contractors needs for highly
engineered entry boots that can be installed on a round tank sump.  We have created special
versions of our Hybrid Entry Fitting which adds round sump installation compatibility to the
HEF.  These new versions conform to curved sump walls, with the same sealing success and
long product life in the field you've come to expect.

The new Hybrid Entry Fitting for round sumps is currently available.  This extension of the
HEF line is available for 42" and 48" diameter sumps.  These two sumps are different sizes,
which result in a difference in radius of curvature.  We match that curvature with our fitting
to ensure consistent compression on the seal, resulting in a tight seal for the life of the
product.  The HEF for round sumps is compatible with any tank sump manufacturer's single-
wall round tank sumps.

Part numbers and pricing can be found below.  If you have any questions, feel free to
contact your OPW District Manager or our Customer Service Department at 1-800-422-
2525.  If you would like more information about our complete product line, please visit our
website at www.opwretailfueling.com
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Best regards,

Daniel Boyle
Product Manager
OPW Retail Fueling
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